Introducing our NCHPAD Superhero. Fighting for inclusion wherever he goes. The next time you have an inclusion question just #thinkNCHPAD

DID YOU KNOW

- Americans
- American's with a disability

54 million American's have a disability.

EXTRA EXTRA

Captain NCHPAD will be making regular appearances in the monthly newsletter. Be on the lookout to see where inclusion strikes next.

Fighting Issues like:

- Accessibility of the built environment
- Inclusive programs
- Disability etiquette

HELP!

Need help with some inclusion strategies or accessibility issues? Captain NCHPAD would love to help.

BLA-AR

Tell us what you want to see in upcoming articles. Give us the inside scoop on what Captain NCHPAD can do for you!

EMAIL CAPTAIN NCHPAD AT:
EMAIL@NCHPAD.ORG